Lasting culture change happens only
when an entire community is engaged.

We all need to support each other to ensure access

and opportunities are available for all – including persons with
disabilities. The much-needed migration from institutionalized
care to community-based settings is happening now, so it’s a
great time to build partnerships.
That’s why Build Inclusion partners with a variety of
professionals in education, advocacy and health, including
both corporations and non-profit businesses.
With a mission to build natural networks and community access
for individuals with disabilities, our programs serve families
and children in a cross-disability environment from elementary
school to transition into adulthood.
Our flagship program, AIM! Advocacy + Inclusion on a
Mission addresses the fact that education is fundamental to the
paradigm shift that is necessary to opening opportunities for
marginalized groups.

We want you to join the movement.

is a VERB …
an ACTION word …
pointed in the RIGHT DIRECTION
and BOLD like so many parent, civic and self-advocates

Join the movement as we teach students about the power
of advocacy and community inclusion for individuals
with disabilities.
In its first two years, approximately 6,000 elementary students participated in AIM!
events, along with more than 500 staff members. Nearly 300 families attended
disability vendor fairs cohosted by AIM!/Build Inclusion and the local public school
district. To pull this off, 50 volunteers served 1,000 hours.
Year over year, school invitations to AIM! increased by 85%, and we see that
trend continuing for the upcoming school year.
By partnering with Build Inclusion, your organization can reach more people with less
effort and cost than you would have to invest alone.

Community Partners of Build Inclusion receive the following annual benefits*:
Partnership Benefits – Build Inclusion
Logo on Build Inclusion website
Logo on press releases and marketing brochures
Logo/tag in social media campaigns
Window cling: “I Joined the Movement | #BuildInclusion”
Article within AIM! newsletter
Distribution of promotional items to participants
First right of refusal for next school year
Partnership Benefits – AIM! Program-specific
Logo on signage at schools hosting AIM!
Supported training for volunteers
Supported curricula development specific to your cause
(included within AIM! curriculum)
Free exhibit tables at community events such as disability vendor fair
Preferred scheduling for AIM! events
AIM! volunteer tee shirts
*Sponsorships are per school year for one term.

Title
$2,500

Platinum
$2,000

Gold
$1,500

Silver
$1,000

Bronze
$500
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“Alone we can do so little.
Together we can do so much.”
– Helen Keller
Lack of education and natural curiosity about behavioral, physical, emotional and learning
differences often cause barriers to social connections. AIM! removes the stigma from disability by
offering practical, fact-based definitions of various diagnoses. The
program also provides the opportunity to learn about topics that
affect inclusion from the standpoint of self-advocates and industry
professionals.
AIM! is focused on breaking down barriers to communication,
accessibility and perception about disabilities among today’s
youngest generation of future leaders. It creates a safe forum for
presenting information about all disabilities in a way that debunks
myths and stereotypes. Best of all, school staff members report that
they are learning right alongside their students!
We know that understanding facilitates empathy, which improves
the chances for forming friendships. And when you consider
that approximately 15% of public school students receive
accommodations or modifications through an IEPi or 504 Plan, it’s clear that this knowledge will
benefit all members of our community for years to come.
i

individualized education plan
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Join the movement. #BuildInclusion

